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G-Time Reserves Space
to Test, Learn and Invent
Breakthrough Ideas
Team members working at Watlow®
worldwide boost customers’ uptime
and reduce downtime with best-inclass products for evolving needs.
There is another kind of time at
Watlow called G-time. Named for
longtime CEO George Desloge,
G-time is a program encouraging
team members to actively reserve
time to pursue curiosity on projects
that may yield breakthrough
discoveries with application to
customer and industry needs. While
team leaders encourage the use
of G-time, in its truest sense, it is
always self-initiated.
A prolific inventor, George Desloge
began following the lead of his
curiosity from childhood. His
hands-on experimentations and
extraordinary mechanical skills led
to more than 50 years of inventive
engineering and persistent testing
at Watlow. The fruitfulness of his
practice led Watlow to support
others in setting time aside from
everyday assignments to chase
curiosity by testing, learning and
inventing.

“G-time stands at
the intersection
of what one
intrinsically likes to
do with what could
be good for Watlow
and our customers.”
Kevin Rafferty
George Desloge received nearly a
dozen patents for his inventions,
many pursued in his basement
laboratory after his typical work
day ended. Yet he remained humble.
“Anybody can be inventive,” he
said.
“George was the most intelligent
man I ever had the opportunity to
work with – a real genius. He had
the ability to latch onto an idea
and flog it until it conceded to his
will,” said former Watlow Project
Manager/Senior Engineer Rich
Sutorius.

As Watlow pursued lean
manufacturing starting in 2003
and progressed to lean product
development in 2007, the value of
engaging everyone in the pursuit of
innovation was apparent.
To promote innovation and
faster value creation in product
development, Vice President of
Engineering Chris Lanham teamed
with Steve Rhodes, who led
Watlow’s continuous improvement
group; Kevin Rafferty, now manager
of Watlow’s manufacturing systems
team in Winona, Minnesota; and
Mark D. Everly, now director of
product engineering.
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They organized several learning
modules into a 2.5-day introduction
to lean product development, and
invited team members in product
development, procurement,
manufacturing and operations to
build that learning network among
more than 200 people.
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Watlow engineers and
technicians reviewing
design ideas and potential
new products.

“G-time stands at the intersection
of what one intrinsically likes
to do with what could be good
for Watlow and our customers,”
Rafferty said. “We believe we need
to allow people working on new
product development to channel
20% of their work week into selfdirected experimentation. It is
easier said than done.”
Capturing knowledge for re-use
is vitally important, so Rafferty
became knowledge systems
manager from 2013-2019. Rafferty
created a web-based library of
core Lean Product Development
learning modules. This library
captures Watlow’s explicit
knowledge which, in turn, serves to
inspire future knowledge creation.
“It is fairly easy to capture new
knowledge,” Rafferty said. “It
is more difficult to incorporate
captured knowledge into the way
our business system delivers
value.”
“It is knowledge that carries
value in product development,”
Everly said. “Engineers chose
their profession for a reason. Their
curiosity and interest in learning
new things keeps G-time at the
frontlines. G-time lets us create
value from the insights team
members gain in the detailed work
of projects.”

Watlow team members printed personal protection equipment, such as masks
and face shields, using 3D printing equipment in our facilities. The masks
were used within Watlow as well as the local community, including several of
our charitable partners.

